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Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) is the primary model for the study of fleshy fruits, and research in this species has

elucidated many aspects of fruit physiology, development, and metabolism. However, most of these studies have involved

homogenization of the fruit pericarp, with its many constituent cell types. Here, we describe the coupling of pyrosequencing

technology with laser capture microdissection to characterize the transcriptomes of the five principal tissues of the

pericarp from tomato fruits (outer and inner epidermal layers, collenchyma, parenchyma, and vascular tissues) at their

maximal growth phase. A total of 20,976 high-quality expressed unigenes were identified, of which more than half were

ubiquitous in their expression, while others were cell type specific or showed distinct expression patterns in specific

tissues. The data provide new insights into the spatial distribution of many classes of regulatory and structural genes,

including those involved in energy metabolism, source-sink relationships, secondary metabolite production, cell wall

biology, and cuticle biogenesis. Finally, patterns of similar gene expression between tissues led to the characterization of

a cuticle on the inner surface of the pericarp, demonstrating the utility of this approach as a platform for biological

discovery.

INTRODUCTION

The fleshy fruits of angiosperms have evolved complex physiol-

ogies and regulatorymechanisms to promote seed dispersal and

are important components of human and animal diets. Much of

what is known about fleshy fruit organogenesis, development,

and maturation and the molecular bases of organoleptic and

nutritional qualities has resulted from studies of tomato (Solanum

lycopersicum), the principal model for fleshy fruit biology

(Giovannoni, 2004; Tanksley, 2004; Paran and van der Knaap,

2007; Seymour et al., 2008; Matas et al., 2009; Klee, 2010).

Research resources for tomato include linkage maps, extensive

mapping and breeding germplasm collections (Gur et al., 2004;

Bombarely et al., 2011), and a substantial molecular and ge-

nomic toolbox (Yano et al., 2006; Bombarely et al., 2011; Fei

et al., 2011), including the release and updates of a high-quality

genome sequence (http://solgenomics.net). This infrastructure

has promoted major advances in the study of fruit molecular

biology, physiology, and biochemistry andmore recently has laid

the foundation for large-scale profiling of tomato fruit transcrip-

tomes (Alba et al., 2004, 2005; Wang et al., 2009; Osorio et al.,

2011), proteomes (Faurobert et al., 2007; Yeats et al., 2010;

Catalá et al., 2011), and metabolomes (Bino et al., 2005; Carrari

and Fernie, 2006; Carrari et al., 2006; Nashilevitz et al., 2010).

Such “omics” scale analyses are providing insights into the

intricate networks of structural and regulatory genes that medi-

ate many aspects of fruit development.

However, a limitation of most such studies of tomato fruit

biology to date, whether examining specific phenomena or

taking a nontargeted “omics” approach, is that they have mostly
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used total homogenized tomato fruit pericarp (flesh), thereby

ignoring spatial variation in transcript, protein, or metabolite

accumulation in the different constituent tissue and cell types.

Consequently, many layers of information are obscured or miss-

ing entirely. Valuable spatial data are lost, and lower abundance

cellular components that are present only in certain cell types are

thereby diluted below the level of detection, particularly when

those cell or tissue types represent a disproportionately small

portion of the organ.

Tomato fruits comprise multiple complex tissues (Figure 1A),

as well as seeds, some of which undergo major changes in

structure and morphology during development and ripening.

Some studies of gene expression have reduced the sample

complexity by targeting specific parts of the organ, such as fruit

peels (Mintz-Oron et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008). However,

while this strategy has provided a degree of spatial resolution,

plant material isolated by relatively crude peeling inevitably

contains varying proportions of multiple pericarp cell types. A

more precise alternative for isolating specific cell or tissue types

is laser capture microdissection (LCM; also termed laser micro-

dissection), which has been applied to profile gene expression

in a range of vegetative plant tissues or cell types, including

abscission zones, vascular bundles, parenchyma, incipient

leaves, root tissues, and meristems (Cai and Lashbrook, 2008;

Nelson et al., 2008; Agustı́ et al., 2009; Brooks et al., 2009; Jiao

et al., 2009). Such studies of low abundance tissues have

resulted in the identification of a relatively large number of pre-

viously unannotated genes, demonstrating the value of LCMas a

tool for gene discovery. Moreover, the functions of many genes

may be inferred, or at least assigned to a set of functional

categories, based on the patterns of tissue or cell type–related

expression.

The aim of this study was to determine the extent to which

tissue-specific transcript profiling could similarly provide insights

into fruit physiology and compartmentation of biochemical path-

ways and structures. The potential of this approach was previ-

ously suggested through a pilot analysis in which we monitored

transcript expression in LCM-isolated epidermal and subepider-

mal layers of citrus fruits (Matas et al., 2010), revealing consid-

erable spatial variation. Here, we describe the simultaneous

transcriptome profiling of all five major cell types/tissues of the

tomato fruit pericarp (Figure 1), including the outer epidermis (a

single cell layer), collenchyma (approximately three to five cell

layers in the Ailsa Craig cultivar used in this analysis), paren-

chyma (;15 to 20 cell layers), vascular tissue (xylem, phloem,

and affiliated cells), and inner epidermis (a single cell layer).

These cell types show clear evidence of functional and meta-

bolic specialization, such as the presence of a thick hydropho-

bic cuticle coating the outer epidermis, and spatially distinct,

but adjacent, tissues that function as either sources of energy

(chloroplast rich collenchyma cells) or energy sinks (paren-

chyma cells, where starch granules accumulate). Such obvious

morphological features hint at extensive and complex tissue-

related variation in gene expression. Furthermore, we targeted

growing fruits at their maximum rate of expansion, when car-

bohydrate metabolism and cell wall and cuticle biosynthesis

are prominent features. Our presumption was that this would

further enhance differences in expression between tissue and

cell types, thus revealing genes associated with these activi-

ties.

To obtain deep transcriptome coverage, we used 454 pyro-

sequencing, rather than the microarray approach that was used

in our preliminary study of citrus fruit (Matas et al., 2010). We

present data confirming that coupling of LCM with new se-

quencing technologies can provide numerous insights into fruit

tissue–specific regulatory and metabolic pathways. We also

describe the identification and analysis of a cuticle, the existence

of which was initially suggested to us as a result of the LCM

expression profiling, demonstrating the value of this approach as

a platform for biological discovery.

Figure 1. LCM of Tomato (cv Ailsa Craig) Fruit Pericarp Tissues.

(A) Bisected tomato fruit showing the pericarp (p), an empty locule (l),

columella (c), seed (s), outer epidermis (oep), and inner epidermis (iep)

of the pericarp. Box indicates the portion of pericarp collected for LCM.

Bar = 5 mm.

(B) Fruit at 10 DPA. Bar = 5 mm.

(C) Detail of the pericarp used for LCM. Bar = 1 mm.

(D) to (I) Cryosection of the tomato fruit pericarp showing the outer

epidermis (oep), collenchyma (col), vascular bundle (vas), parenchyma

(par), and inner epidermis (iep) of the pericarp (D) after LCM of the

areas highlighted with arrows of the outer epidermis (E), pericarp (F),

vascular bundle (G), collenchyma (H), and inner epidermis (I). Bars =

100 mm.
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RESULTS

Laser Microdissection and RNA-Seq Analysis of Tomato

Fruit Pericarp Tissues

Several techniques were tested to optimize the preparation of

tomato fruit 10 d postanthesis (DPA; Figure 1B) pericarp samples

for sectioning and laser microdissection, including fixation with

acetone or ethanol:acetic acid, paraffin embedding and section-

ing, or cryosectioning. A fixation treatment with ethanol:acetic

acid, followed by sucrose cryoprotection and cryosectioning,

resulted in the best preservation of tissue morphology (Figures

1C and 1D) and allowed clear identification of the five major

pericarp tissues: outer epidermis, collenchyma, parenchyma,

vasculature, and inner epidermis (Figures 1D to 1I). The tissues

were isolated by LCM; RNA was extracted from ;400 cells per

tissue prior to mRNA selection and two rounds of amplification.

This protocol resulted in between 35 and 70 mg of amplified RNA

per tissue, which was pyrosequenced using the 454 FLX plat-

form, yielding a total of 1,061,255 raw reads (data archived at the

National Center for Biotechnology Information [NCBI] Sequence

Read Archive under accession number SRP004923). A total of

20,976 high-quality unigenes (thosewith at least five consistently

overlapping reads) were then defined, following processing to

remove low-quality regions and adaptor sequences and se-

quence assembly (see Supplemental Table 1 online). Of these,

;88% (18,407) could be assigned an annotation based on

database sequence homology. The annotated list of these

unigenes, together with average length, number of raw reads

that were used for each unigene assembly, and normalized

digital gene expression, are provided in Supplemental Data Set

1 online.

As a first step, we examined the tissue specificity of the

unigenes. Approximately 57%were expressed in all five tissues,

whereas only 3% (624) were tissue specific, and the rest were

distributed among different tissue combinations (Figure 2A). Of

the 624 cell/tissue-specific unigenes, collenchyma and paren-

chyma had the lowest number (;6 and 4%, respectively) and the

outer epidermis (35%) and vascular bundle (46%) the highest. Of

the nonadjacent tissues, those sharing the greatest number of

overlapping expressed genes are the outer and inner epidermal

tissues. Principal component analysis supported these results,

revealing a close grouping of collenchyma, parenchyma, and

inner epidermis (Figure 2B), while the vascular tissue shows clear

variance and the outer epidermis the most different of the five

tissues, with PC1 and PC2 explaining >83% of the variance.

In addition to this qualitative assessment, quantitative differ-

ences were determined by pairwise comparisons of transcript

abundance for each unigene among the different pericarp tis-

sues. A total of 43% (8967) of the 20,976 high quality unigenes

had significantly different transcript levels (P < 0.05) in at least

one of the six combinations (each tissue compared with paren-

chyma as well as outer epidermis:collenchyma and outer epi-

dermis:inner epidermis; http://ted.bti.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/TFGD/

digital/home.cgi). Of these pairwise comparisons, the combina-

tion with the greatest number of unigenes showing significant

differences in transcript levels from each other was outer epi-

dermis versus collenchyma, with 1875 and 1805, respectively.

Similarly, vascular tissue and parenchyma showed large num-

bers of differentially expressed transcripts, with 2183 and 1445,

respectively. Conversely, the collenchyma and parenchyma

transcript comparison showed the lowest numbers, with 666

and 532, respectively.

An analysis of GeneOntology (GO) terms associatedwith each

of the tissue predominant transcript populations provided further

evidence of pericarp tissue functional specialization (see Sup-

plemental Figure 1 online). For example, both the outer epidermis

and vascular tissue had significantly more transcripts associated

Figure 2. Tomato Fruit Pericarp Tissue-Related Transcript Expression

Profiles.

(A) Venn diagram showing unigene expression distribution among the

five pericarp tissues.

(B) Principal component analysis of the tissue-associated transcriptome.
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with transport and responses to stress, while the outer and inner

epidermal tissues showed an increased frequency of transcripts

associated with lipid metabolic processes. Given the known

functions of these tissues, these distributions might be pre-

dicted; however, other term enrichments are more difficult to

explain, such as the preponderance of the term “protein binding”

associated with vascular tissues.

AHierarchical Cluster Analysis Reveals Tissue Specificities

and Associations between Tissues

All the high-quality unigenes were used in a hierarchical cluster

analysis of transcript abundance across the five tissue types,

which revealed ten main clusters (Figure 3A; see column H in

Supplemental Data Set 1 online). Of these, only two (II.B with

3985 unigenes in the outer epidermis and II.A.2 with 3832

unigenes in the vascular tissue) corresponded to a set of genes

that are predominantly expressed in a single tissue. These two

tissues were also determined by principal component analysis to

show the greatest qualitative variance in transcript expression

(Figure 2B). Other clusters represented patterns of transcript

accumulation involving different tissue combinations. Some of

these clusters corresponded to adjacent pericarp tissues, such

as cluster I.A.1.a (Figure 3B), with genes highly expressed in the

outer tissues (outer epidermis and collenchyma), or its counter-

part, cluster I.B.1, corresponding to transcripts that are partic-

ularly abundant in the inner tissues (vascular, parenchyma, and

inner epidermis). In some cases, the clusters contained genes

whose annotation clearly suggests a similar function or associ-

ation with a related physiological process. For example, cluster

II.A.1 (Figure 3A) includes genes that are predominantly ex-

pressed in outer epidermis and vascular bundle and that, from

their annotations, could be associated with water stress re-

sponses. Likewise, cluster I.B.2.a (Figure 3B) corresponds to

genes that are preferentially expressed in outer and inner epi-

dermal tissues, many of which can be functionally related to

cuticle metabolism and defense.

In a separate analysis, we considered only the unigenes that

showed significantly different transcript abundance levels in the

pairwise comparisons (the analysis in Figure 3 incorporated all

the unigenes). Analysis of this subset (see Supplemental Data

Set 2 online) combined the spatial pattern distribution shown in

Figure 3 with transcript abundance information (http://ted.bti.

cornell.edu/cgi-bin/TFGD/digital/home.cgi), providing important

support for the correspondence between the clusters and tissue

associations. Thus, collenchyma-predominant genes were dis-

tributed among clusters I.A.1.a, I.A.1.b.1, and I.A.1.b.2, which

also contain genes that are expressed abundantly in the outer

epidermis. Parenchyma-predominant genes were mostly pre-

sent in cluster I.A.2 but were also present in clusters I.B.1 and I.

B.2.b, both of which also containmany inner epidermis abundant

genes. Another substantial subset of the inner epidermis–related

genes are found in cluster I.B.2.a, together with genes that are

mostly expressed in the outer epidermis. Cluster II.A.1 contained

genes that were significantly abundant in both vascular and outer

epidermis, while clusters II.A.2 and II.B were almost exclusively

populated with vascular and outer epidermis significantly abun-

dant genes, respectively.

Differential Expression of Transcription Factors among

Fruit Tissue Types

A total of 821 annotated transcription factors showed differential

expression among the various pericarp tissues (see Supplemen-

tal Data Set 3 online), includingmembers of the AP2/ERF,MADS,

MYB, NAC, and WRKY families. Vascular tissues contained the

greatest number of tissue-specific transcription factors (eight),

while none were detected in parenchyma (see Supplemental

Figure 2A online). Some of the most abundant differentially

expressed transcription factors, such as those annotated as

hypothetical proteins, could not be assigned to known families,

with additional representation among auxin and ethylene re-

sponse regulators, as well as several MADS box and NAC

domain protein encoding genes. The most abundantly ex-

pressed transcription factor that showed differential expression

between tissues is a member of the mini zinc finger family

(TU056956), withmore than 600 normalized reads, which is twice

the number of the next most abundant (BTF3-like transcription

factor, TU043758). However, the most differentially expressed

transcription factor overall was cutin deficient2 (TU043252),

which is 80-fold more abundant in the outer epidermis than in

vasculature tissues and is also expressed at high levels in the

inner epidermis. Some transcription factors with previously

reported roles in fruit development were identified, such as

TAGL1 (TU027535), which is among the most abundant MADS

box proteins expressed in the tissues analyzed. TAGL1 has been

associated with early development of carpel fleshiness (Itkin

et al., 2009; Vrebalov et al., 2009; Pan et al., 2010), but while

previous reports of TAGL1 expression and function measured

transcript levels in whole pericarp tissues, here, we show that

TAGL1 is expressed at high levels in all five assayed carpel

tissues and, thus, likely promotes carpel expansion across the

spectrum of carpel tissues. Other transcription factors that can

be linkedwith specificmetabolic processes also showed distinct

patterns of spatial expression. For example, MYB proteins have

been associated with accumulation of anthocyanins and related

phenylpropanoids, and although a number of putative MYB

genes show differential expression in the tissues analyzed, only

one shows predominance in the outer and inner epidermal

tissues (TU024673).

Differential Expression of Energy

Metabolism–Associated Genes

Many studies have examined carbohydrate- and energy-related

metabolic pathways in tomato fruit at the level of transcripts

(Kolotilin et al., 2007; Kahlau and Bock, 2008; Karlova et al.,

2011), proteins (Vega-Garcia et al., 2010), enzyme activities

(Kanai et al., 2007; Steinhauser et al., 2010), or metabolites

(Shahbazi et al., 2007; Karlova et al., 2011). However, all these

analyses involved homogenized fruits with no consideration of

spatial variation among tissue types. We therefore evaluated the

fruit tissue–related distribution and relative transcript levels of

genes associated with energy metabolism, including those an-

notated as contributing to photosynthesis and photorespiration,

focusing on gene families in which multiple members were

differentially expressed.
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A total of 103 unigenes putatively corresponding to the Calvin-

Benson cycle were identified (Figure 4). Most were expressed

at considerably lower levels in the outer epidermis than the

parenchyma but at higher levels in the collenchyma than the

parenchyma. However, this was not always the case: ribulose-

1,5-bis-phosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (no unigene is pres-

ent at higher levels [>2.0], five at lower levels [<0.5], and one at

no expression in collenchyma) and fructose-bisphosphate al-

dolase (nine unigenes are present at higher levels [>2.0], seven at

lower levels [<0.5], and three at no expression in collenchyma)

exhibited mixed patterns. It is important to note that not all of

these genes may be associated with photosynthesis, since

several of the fructose-bisphosphate aldolases are likely to

be localized in the cytosol. The comparison between vascular

tissues and parenchyma showed a clearer trend, with the ma-

jority (27 of the 89 unigenes detected) expressed at lower levels

Figure 3. Hierarchical Cluster Analysis of Transcript Expression Profiles in Five Tomato Pericarp Tissues.

(A) Cluster analysis was performed using the transcript data from collenchyma (col), vascular bundle (vas), parenchyma (par), and outer epidermis (oep)

and inner epidermis of the pericarp (iep). Clusters of interest are indicated with a red dot at the node and cluster number. Red and green colors represent

pairwise distances among transcript above or below, respectively, the mean (black) across all five tissues.

(B)Magnified regions of clusters of interest, based on certain patterns of tissue expression, showing the cluster number, with the number of associated

unigenes in parentheses.
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in the vascular tissue. The comparison of inner epidermis and

parenchyma revealed a similar mixed pattern with 19 of the 97

genes associated with the Calvin-Benson cycle expressed at

higher levels in the inner epidermis and 18 at lower levels.

Genes associated with the photorespiratory pathway also

exhibited differential expression across the pericarp tissues

(Figure 4), which is congruent with the intimate association with

ribulose-1,5-bis-phosphate carboxylase/oxygenase via the ox-

ygenase reaction and the carboxylase reaction, which is central

to the Calvin-Benson cycle (Bauwe et al., 2010). There were

also spatial variations in the expression of unigenes encod-

ing phosphoglycolate phosphatase (four unigenes: TU123333,

TU045988, TU055311, and TU122763), Gly decarboxylase (two

unigenes: TU036022 and TU127574), Ser hydroxymethyltrans-

ferase (SHMT; 21 unigenes), and glycerate dehydrogenase

(two unigenes; TU049449 and TU054074). As was observed

for photosynthesis, the outer epidermis showed reduced

levels of expression of glycerate dehydrogenase compared

with collenchyma, parenchyma, or inner epidermis, while

collenchyma and inner epidermis both had higher expression

than the parenchyma. Most of the genes encoding SHMT

displayed a similar expression pattern; however, this was not

always the case, possibly reflecting the fact that SHMTs are

thought to exhibit a very broad range of functions and may

participate in processes other than photorespiration (Maurino

and Peterhansel, 2010; Zhang et al., 2010). Unigenes associ-

ated with starch biosynthesis were consistently expressed at

higher levels in the collenchyma than the outer epidermis,

Figure 4. Relative Expression in Different Pericarp Tissues of Transcripts Associated with the Calvin-Benson Cycle and Photorespiration.

Unigenes identified in this study associated with 14 enzymatic gene families that are components of the Calvin-Benson cycle and photorespiration were

placed on their respective pathways using Plant MetGenMAP for tomato (http://bioinfo.bti.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/MetGenMAP/home.cgi) and MetaCyc

(http://metacyc.org). The inset shows the color coding for the logarithmic fold change (log2FC) of gene expression of respective comparisons (log2FC >

2.0 is in red; log2FC > �2.0 is in blue) as well as the representation of each pairwise tissue comparison: outer epidermis (oep), collenchyma (col),

vascular bundle (vas), parenchyma (par), and inner epidermis (iep) of the pericarp. The numbers of unigenes corresponding to each enzyme class are

shown in green. Boxes in the vertical axis showing gene expressions of each gene set were clustered by MeV HCA (Howe et al., 2010) using Euclidean

distance as the measurement of similarity. 2PGA, 3-phosphoglycolate; 3PG, 3-phospho-D-glycerate; DHAP, dihydroxyacetone phosphate; DPG, 1,3-

diphosphsteglycerate; F6P, D-fructose-6-phosphate; FBP, fructose-1,6-biphosphate; GAP, D-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate; R5P, D-ribose-5-phosphate;

Ru5P, D-ribulose-5-phosphate; RuBP, D-ribulose-1,5-biphosphate; S7P, D-sedoheptulose-7-phosphate; SBP, D-sedoheptulose-1,7-biphosphate; Xu5P,

D-xylulose-5-phosphate.
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although no such clear patterns were seen in the other tissue

comparisons.

Many other changes that are indicative of spatial variation in

metabolism were also apparent when analyzing the data on a

gene-by-gene basis. For example, the outer epidermis had

generally higher levels of transcripts associated with sugar,

organic acid, and nitrate transporters and lower levels of most

of the enzymes of the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle than other

tissues. Conversely, the outer epidermis had lower expression of

members of the mitochondrial carrier family protein and most

enzymes of the TCA cycle, as well as the electron transfer flavo-

protein complex, which is generally upregulated in the absence

of light (Ishizaki et al., 2005). Transcripts of secondary metabolite–

related genes in the flavonol biosynthesis pathway, including

chalcone synthase (nine unigenes), flavanone 3-hydoxylase (four

unigenes), flavonol synthase (seven unigenes), and flavonoid

glycosyltransferase (GT; TU120090), were substantially greater

in the outer epidermis (see Supplemental Figure 3 online). By

contrast, genes associated with biosynthesis of carotenoids and

alkaloids did not show consistent spatial variation in expression

levels in each pairwise comparison.

Differences in Cell Wall Biosynthesis and Disassembly

Fruit ontogeny provides an excellent opportunity to study cell

wall dynamics, including assembly, restructuring, and disas-

sembly. There are many examples in the literature describing

structural and compositional changes in wall polymers during

tomato fruit development, enzyme activities that correlate with

wall modification, and the expression of corresponding gene

families (Rose et al., 2003; Brummell, 2006; Vicente et al., 2007;

Matas et al., 2009). However, many fundamental questions

remain entirely unresolved, largely because such studies have

used homogenized pericarp tissues. For example, there is some

indication that wall structure is likely to vary considerably be-

tween pericarp layers (Huysamer et al., 1997), yet little is known

about spatial variation in wall metabolism. To investigate poten-

tial differences in the cell wall metabolism of the different peri-

carp tissues, we used the tomato unigene annotations to identify

253 GTs and 293 glycosyl hydrolases (GHs) related to cell wall

biogenesis and disassembly, respectively. Approximately 59%

of GTs and 55% of GHs were present in all tissues with different

levels of expression (see Supplemental Figures 4A and 4B online,

respectively). Few genes were tissue specific, but of those, most

were expressed only in the vascular tissues (four GTs and four

GHs), and the other genes were distributed among the other

tissues. It was notable that the largest groups comprised GTs or

GHs that were expressed in all tissues except the vascular tissue

or the outer epidermis, the two tissues that also showed the

greatest variation in overall unigene expression (Figure 2B).

We also found an uneven distribution of predicted GHs and

GTs among the unigene clusters shown in Figure 3 that indicate

patterns of tissue associated transcript abundance (Figure 5).

The proportion of GHs is higher in clusters that include epidermis

or vascular tissue predominant expression, such as clusters I.

B.2.a (inner and outer epidermis), I.B.2.b (inner epidermis), II.B

(outer epidermis), and II.A.2 (vascular tissues). GTs showed a

different pattern and tended to be associated with clusters

related to collenchyma predominant unigenes (1.A.1.a, 1.A.1.

b.1, and 1.A.1.b.).

Genes Associated with the Tomato Fruit Cuticle

One of the most obvious structural features of the tomato fruit

pericarp is the thick waxy cuticle that coats the outer epidermal

cells and that often ramifies in the apoplast of some of the

underlying cell layers in mature fruit (Buda et al., 2009). The

cuticle is believed to be synthesized specifically by the outer

epidermal tissue and so it would be reasonable to assume that

the genes associated with cuticle biosynthesis, deposition, and

restructuring would be particularly abundant, if not specifically

expressed, in this tissue. Moreover, it would be likely that the

expression levels of genes associated with cuticle formation and

function would be high at the 10-DPA stage of fruit development

used in this study since this represents the most rapidly expand-

ing stage and, accordingly, a phase of pronounced cuticle

biosynthesis (Yeats et al., 2010). We therefore investigated the

expression of genes whose annotation suggested a potential

association with lipid or cuticle metabolism. From a total of 757

such genes, 43% (326) were present in all tissues, whereas 8%

(57) were tissue specific. Of these 57 genes, most (42) were outer

epidermis specific (see Supplemental Figure 5 online). Of par-

ticular note were 22 genes that were common to both outer and

inner epidermal tissues only, most of which were annotated as

functionally related with cuticle metabolism (see Supplemental

Data Set 4 online).

Figure 5. Cluster Distribution of Unigenes Associated with Cell Wall

Biosynthesis and Disassembly.

Distribution of unigenes corresponding to cell wall GTs (black bars) and

GHs (white bars) among the predicted hierarchical clusters shown in

Figure 3.
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Almost half of the cuticle-related unigeneswere included in the

predicted clusters I.B.2.b (129) or II.B (245) where inner and outer

epidermal predominant genes, respectively, are grouped (Figure

6). Of the five families of genes that have been proposed to be

related with cuticle metabolism, lipid transfer proteins are par-

ticularly abundant in the outer epidermis (cluster II.B), together

with a strong representation of flavonoid biosynthetic genes in

both outer and inner epidermis. These, together with the plant

GDSL family and cytochrome P450 and ABC transporter genes,

account for almost 80% of the cuticle-related genes in cluster II.

B and 75% of those in cluster I.B.2.b.

Identification of a Cuticle Lining the Inner Epidermis of

the Pericarp

The expression of so many cuticle metabolism–related genes in

both epidermal cell layers suggested that, like the better char-

acterized outer epidermis, the inner epidermis has considerable

lipid biosynthetic activity and potentially a cuticular or suberized

layer. The presence of a cuticle-like material associated with the

inner surface of the tomato pericarpwas suggestedmore than 60

years ago (Kraus, 1949), but since then its existence has been

supported only by indirect evidence. Notably, the expression of

Cer6, a wax biosynthetic gene, was reported in the inner epider-

mis (Mintz-Oron et al., 2008), and Almeida and Huber (2001)

noted the presence of what appeared to be a cuticle-like surface

covering the tomato fruit endocarp (sensu stricto, inner epider-

mis) internal surface following scanning electron microscopy.

We used cryosections of tomato pericarp and a lipid-specific

dye to confirm the presence of a lipidic structure associated with

the inner epidermis of the pericarp. As a control, Oil Red O was

used to stain the outer epidermal cuticle of 10-DPA fruit (cv Ailsa

Craig), which appeared as a characteristic continuous bright-red

structure, ;0.6 mm thick, covering the outer periclinal cell wall

(Figure 7A). A similar structure was observed covering the

surface of the inner epidermis facing the locular cavity, with an

average thickness of ;0.4 mm (Figure 7B). We also observed

similar cuticle-like lipid membranes covering both the outer

(Figure 7C) and inner (Figure 7D) epidermal layers of 10-DPA

fruit from another tomato cultivar, M82. During M82 fruit devel-

opment, the outer cuticle increased substantially in thickness

and at the mature green (MG) stage extended between the

anticlinal walls of the outer epidermal cells, sometimes as far as

several underlying cell layers (Figure 7E), as has been reported

for M82 fruit (Buda et al., 2009). By contrast, the inner epidermal

lipidic membrane of MG fruit showed no change in thickness

compared with 10-DPA fruits and did not extend between the

anticlinal cell walls.

The permeability and integrity of the inner epidermal lipidic

membrane was tested with a dye penetration test, whereby the

locule of a bisected fruit (see Supplemental Figure 6A online) was

filledwith a solution of Toluidine BlueO (see Supplemental Figure

6B online) and then washed with water (see Supplemental Figure

6C online). The dye stains cell walls if there are stomata, pores, or

other apertures (see Supplemental Figure 6Donline) but does not

penetrate hydrophobic membranes, such as the cuticle. The test

was applied to M82 fruit at three ripening stages: 10 DPA, MG,

and red ripe (RR). This cultivar was selected as the seeds and

associated gelatinous membranes are generally not in contact

with the inner epidermal surface, which can result in cellular

material adhering and consequent positive Toluidine Blue O

staining. The inner surface of the pericarp of 10-DPA fruits was

impermeable to the dye solution, and no staining was observed

(Figures 7G and 7H). By contrast, while no large-scale staining

was obtained with MG (Figure 7I) and RR (see Supplemental

Figure 6E online) fruits, close inspection revealed small points of

staining (Figures 7J and 7K for MG and RR, respectively). These

stained regions did not follow any appreciable pattern or appear

to be concentrated in any particular region of the inner epidermal

surface.

Biochemical and Biomechanical Characterization of the

Inner Epidermal Cuticle

We next isolated samples of the inner epidermal layer from three

developmental stages of fruit for biochemical and structural

analyses. A large number of fruits was required (;2500, 200, and

250 fruits for 10 DPA, MG, and RR stages, respectively), and the

cultivar M82 was used because of the low abundance and

fragility of the inner epidermal membrane of Ailsa Craig fruits.

This provided sufficient quantities for analysis of monomer

composition by gas chromatography–mass spectrometry and

polymer molecular structure determination by NMR and Fourier

transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), allowing comparison

with the corresponding characteristics of the outer epidermal

cuticle.

Figure 6. Cluster Distribution of Unigenes Associated with Cuticle

Biosynthesis and Structure.

Distribution of unigenes annotated as having a function related to plant

cuticles among the predicted hierarchical clusters shown in Figure 3.
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We applied dewaxing and depolymerization treatments to the

inner epidermal lipidic membrane and analyzed the resulting

soluble breakdown products by gas chromatography. Two pre-

dominant peakswere identified based on their retention behavior

and mass spectra (see Supplemental Figure 7A online). The

major peak was a derivative of 16-hydroxypalmitic acid, and the

second peak was a derivative of 10,16-dihydroxypalmitic acid,

both of which are characteristic tomato fruit cutin monomers

(Kosma et al., 2010). The same analysis was performed with the

outer epidermal cuticle (see Supplemental Figure 7B online), and

in this latter case, the 10,16-dihydroxypalmitic acid peak dom-

inated, so the ratio between the two main monomeric constitu-

ents is inverted compared with the inner epidermal lipidic

membrane. These findings indicate that the inner membrane is

cutin rich and thus structurally similar to the outer cuticle but has

a distinctive chemical composition.

The differences in the predominant cutin monomer composi-

tion between the inner and the outer cuticles correlated with

analysis of the major absorption bands observed by FTIR (see

Supplemental Figure 7C online), which again correspond to

diagnostic cutin functional groups. Specifically, the inner cuticle

showed a lower ratio of bands at 1734 to 2926 cm21 (or 2855

cm21), which can be assigned to n (C=O) stretching vibrations of

ester groups and n (CH) stretching vibrations of (CH2)n groups

within fatty acid monomers of the cutin polymer, respectively,

and both of which are signatures of ester groups. Another major

Figure 7. Anatomy and Integrity of the Inner Epidermal Cuticle.

(A), (C), and (E)Outer epidermis of the tomato fruit pericarp, showing the cuticle stained with Oil Red O. Fruit from cv Ailsa Craig 10 DPA (A) or cv M82 at

10 DPA (C) and MG stage (E). Bars = 50 mm in (A) and (C) and 100 mm in (E).

(B), (D), and (F) Inner epidermis of the tomato fruit pericarp, showing the cuticle stained with Oil Red O. Fruit from cv Ailsa Craig at 10 DPA (B) or cv M82

at 10 DPA (D) and MG stage (F). Bars = 50 mm.

(G) to (K) Inner surface of the 10-DPA M82 fruit pericarp following Toluidine Blue dye staining. Bisected fruit showing the pericarp (p) and interior of the

locular cavity (l) is shown in (G). The boxed area is shown at greater magnification in (H). Bisected M82 MG fruit (I) fruit showing the pericarp (p) and

interior of the locular cavity (l). The boxed area is shown at greater magnification in (J). Some of the points of dye penetration are shown (arrows) for both

at MG (J) and RR (K) stage M82 fruits. Bars = 10 mm in (G) and (I) and 1 mm in (H), (J), and (K).
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difference for the inner cuticles was the reduced intensity of

bands at 1061 and 1035 cm21, which correspond to n (C-O)

alcohol group stretching vibrations, consistent with a lower

proportion of midchain hydroxyl groups in the cutin monomer

population.

Solid-state NMR analyses revealed further significant struc-

tural differences between the outer and inner dewaxed intact

cuticles of 10-DPA fruits. Cross-polarization and magic angle

spinning solid-state 13C-NMR spectra of the inner and outer

dewaxed cuticles confirmed the presence of the expected

cuticular functional groups, including long-chain aliphatics (40

to 20 ppm), oxygenated aliphatics (50 to 0 ppm), aromatics and

multiply bonded groups (110 to 65 ppm), and carboxyl groups

(180 to 170 ppm) (see Supplemental Figure 7D online). The

superior spectral resolution of the outer epidermis samplesmay

be attributed to a greater degree of packing order and/or

magnetically distinct carbons within the structural building

blocks. High-fidelity direct polarization and magic angle spin-

ning (DPMAS) 13C-NMR spectra (Figure 8) indicated the relative

proportions of these moieties, including notably diminished

intensities of carboxyls and oxygenated aliphatics (CH2O and

CHO) comparedwith the correspondingwaxy cuticles (data not

shown). This was an expected result given the presence of

long-chain aliphatic acids in the wax component (Isaacson

et al., 2009) as well as the artifactual sorption of these intracel-

lular lipids during enzymatic cuticle isolation (Schönherr and

Riederer, 1986). The ratio of carboxyls to long-chain aliphatic

moieties was comparable to, and slightly greater for, inner

versus outer dewaxed cuticles. A similar trendwas found for the

ratio of total oxygenated aliphatic carbons (CHO and CH2O) to

long-chain aliphatic groups. This finding further emphasizes the

cutin-like compositional similarity of the inner and outer mem-

branes. However, the (CHO/CH2O) ratio was twofold lower for

the inner cuticle at the 10-DPA stage, which is in accordance

with the gas chromatography–mass spectrometry and FTIR

measurements and consistent with a diminished proportion of

cross-linkable structural elements in the inner cuticle and the

predominance of the 16-hydroxypalmitic acid monomeric con-

stituent.

Differential Expression of Cytochrome P450 Genes in

Association with Outer and Inner Epidermal Tissues

The differences observed in cutin monomer composition, with a

predominant monohydroxyacid in the inner cuticle, together with

the FTIR and NMR data, suggest that the cutin polymers of the

inner epidermal cuticle are less cross-linked than those of the

outer cuticle. This in turn suggests the involvement of different

members of the cytochrome P450 family in the two tissues, as

these enzymes have been shown to catalyze the hydroxylation of

the cutin monomers. Using the well-defined cutin monomer

biosynthetic pathway of Arabidopsis thaliana as a model (Li-

Beisson et al., 2009), a cytochrome P450 from the CYP86A

subfamily would perform a primary hydroxylation of the omega

carbon of the cutin monomer, resulting in the formation of 16-

hydroxypalmitic acid. Amember of the CYP77A subfamily would

then catalyze the secondary hydroxylation at the midchain

position, generating 10,16-dihydroxypalmitic acid. Upon search-

ing the outer and inner epidermis unigene expression data sets,

we identified several predicted cytochrome P450s, including a

CYP86A (TU043403) and two CYP77A genes (TU057365 and

TU058169), with spatial expression patterns that matched the

differences in monomer composition between the outer and

inner epidermal cuticles. While there was no significant differ-

ence in the level of expression of the CYP86A putative terminal

hydroxylase between the two epidermal layers, transcript abun-

dance of the CYP77A putative midchain hydroxylase was >40

times greater in the outer than inner epidermis (seeSupplemental

Data Set 1 online).

DISCUSSION

Although high-throughput transcriptome profiling is a common

strategy to study complex biological processes, both accuracy

and sensitivity are diminished by the fact that RNA samples are

typically extracted from homogenized organs, resulting in the

mixing of many tissue and cell types. Following protocol optimi-

zation, we found that it was possible to use gentle fixation and

cryosectioning to preserve fruit pericarp anatomy and obtain

tissue type–specific samples via LCM that yielded sufficient levels

of RNA for downstreamanalysis. Two rounds of RNA amplification

were necessary for 454 library preparation, but it has been shown

previously that this procedure results in no significant relative

distortion of the transcript population (Puskás et al., 2002;

Nakazono et al., 2003). Coupling LCM with RNA-Seq analysis of

multiple adjacent tissues from the same plant organ provided a

valuable opportunity to assess the relationship between tissue

specialization and the transcriptome landscape across multiple

tissues. Moreover, in addition to uncovering spatial patterns of

transcript expression, another question was whether LCM to-

gether with RNA-Seq can provide a valuable platform for gene

discovery, as proved to be the case. Using the samples of

microdissected tissues, we obtained a greater than twofold in-

crease in the number of unigenes detectedwhen comparedwith a

similar transcriptome analysis using the whole pericarp of equiv-

alent fruits (J.J. Giovannoni, unpublished data). Interestingly, this

proportional increase was much greater for tissue-specific genes,

with only four of 217 outer epidermis-specific genes detected in

thewhole pericarp study. This result supports the idea that dilution

of transcripts that are generally low abundance or expressed in

tissues or cells that represent small portions of the homogenized

tissues are readily overlooked, underscoring the value of tissue

and cell specific analyses.

Models of Ubiquitous versus Tissue-Specific

Gene Expression

One of the most remarkable observations was the relatively low

number of genes (;3%) that were expressed only in a single

tissue. An obvious question is whether this reflects substantial

contamination among adjacent cell types during the LCM oper-

ation. However, several lines of evidence suggest that this is

unlikely and that therewas a low degree of contamination. First, a

similar percentage of ubiquitously expressed transcripts was

reported by Birnbaum et al. (2003), who used cell sorting rather

than LCM to isolate specific cell types, together with green
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fluorescent protein validation of expression patterns. Second,

some genes showed extremely large differences in the abun-

dance of specific transcripts in adjacent tissues, while others

showed similar relative expression levels. Third, substantial

numbers of genes showed expression in two tissues that were

not adjacent. The fact that a wide range of expression patterns

in different combinations of tissues was seen, with little bias

toward overlap in adjacent tissues, further suggests that exten-

sive contamination did not occur and highlights the selectivity of

the technique. Conversely, more than half of the detected

unigenes were expressed in all tissue types, which again would

not be expected as a result of simple contamination of two

adjacent tissues.

Taken together, these data suggest that functional specialization

of the fruit pericarp tissues is not associated with large populations

of genes that show exclusive expression in single tissues. Rather,

while subsets of genes are certainly expressed specifically in each

tissue examined here, metabolic and regulatory specialization likely

results from more subtle and complex control mechanisms. A high

proportion of ubiquitously expressed transcripts has been reported

in the RNA-Seq profiling of various mammalian tissues (Ramsköld

et al., 2009), suggesting that this may be a common feature of

eukaryotes, and other studies have indicated that the numbers of

transcripts and proteins that are universally expressed are under-

estimated (Emig and Albrecht, 2011). One recent report suggested

that gene expression inmetazoans can be divided into two classes:

nonfunctional transcripts that are universally expressed at low

levels, possibly due to stochastic leaky expression, and those that

are expressed at higher levels, estimated at more than one tran-

script per cell, with a greater functionality (Hebenstreit et al., 2011).

Figure 8. Solid-State NMR Analysis of Isolated Dewaxed Cuticles from 10-DPA Tomato Fruits (cv M82).

(A) The 150-MHz DPMAS 13C-NMR spectra and peak assignments for 10-DPA inner epidermal (iep) and outer epidermal (oep) dewaxed fruit cuticles.

(B) 13C-NMR peak ratios between different oxygenated aliphatic carbon moieties (CHO/CH2O).

(C) 13C-NMR peak ratios of oxygenated aliphatic carbons (CHO+CH2O) to long-chain aliphatics [(CH2)n].

(D) 13C-NMR peak ratios of carbonyl groups (C=O) to long-chain aliphatics [(CH2)n].
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Our data are congruent with this newly emerging view, which has in

large part resulted from the remarkable sensitivity provided by new

sequencing technologies.

Tissue-AssociatedTranscriptomeProfilingRevealsDiverse

Patterns of Functional Specialization

Analysis of the broad patterns of transcript expression data,

as well as targeting of specific molecular pathways, revealed

underlying trends in terms of the degree of functional spe-

cialization and also highlighted specific processes that are

unique or common to the various pericarp tissues. Conclu-

sions were drawn from both qualitative and quantitative clus-

tering analyses of individual transcripts across all five tissues,

from examining pairwise combinations of tissues, and by

assessing both individual transcript annotations and the GO

categorizations.

We evaluated the expression of suites of both regulatory and

structural genes, focusing particularly on those with a known

connection to processes that are prominent during fruit expan-

sion. For example, analysis of the families of GT and GH genes

that contribute to polysaccharide synthesis and disassembly,

respectively, showed that most genes show a ubiquitous spatial

expression, which is contrary to the commonly proposed expla-

nation for the detection ofmultiplemembers of the same family in

homogenized tissue. Instead, our data support a model where

different isozymes from a particular GT or GH family have

functional differences (such as substrate specificity), enzymatic

properties, or uniquemodes of regulation. However, we note that

the GT and GH profiles of the outer epidermis and vascular

tissues show the greatest differences, suggesting distinct wall

compositions or structures. This is certainly the case for xylem

cells of the vascular bundle, which have elaborated and thick-

ened secondary walls.

Another major target of interest in this study was patterns of

genes associated with energy metabolism in the expanding fruit.

The collenchyma and parenchyma constitute themainmetabolic

factories in the fruit pericarp, even at this early developmental

stage, and the spatial patterns of transcript expression largely

mirror what would be anticipated from many previous biological

and/or physiological studies. For example, there are generally

reciprocal changes in the expression of genes associated with

photosynthesis and photorespiration versus those encoding

enzymes of the TCA cycle and elements of alternative respira-

tion. This trend is apparent at the pathway level, but some

important points should be noted. First, these changes are

largely quantitative, with the major pathways of energy metab-

olism being present in all tissue types. This observation is

consistent with a previous microarray study (Lemaire-Chamley

et al., 2005) of early tomato fruit development that detected a

surprisingly large number of photosynthetic genes in tissues

where expression was unanticipated, based on morphological

and physiological studies. However, given the broader coverage

and greater sensitivity of the approach taken here, we were able

to perform a far more comprehensive survey.

The data presented here also support the previous observa-

tion that collenchyma tissues can function as a site of starch

synthesis. However, it is interesting to note that only the inner

epidermis shows significantly lower expression of starch syn-

thesis–related transcripts than the collenchyma, suggesting that

the other tissues maintain some capacity to synthesize starch as

an energy reserve. This is certainly true for the parenchyma

(Beckles et al., 2001; Centeno et al., 2011) but has yet to be

demonstrated in the other pericarp tissues. With regard to pho-

tosynthesis, it is important to note that the presence of tran-

scripts corresponding to most of the photosynthesis-associated

pathways in all tissues studied does not imply that their functions

are identical in all tissue types. Indeed, the lower expression

levels of genes associated with photosynthesis and photores-

piration in the parenchyma, as well as genes related to photo-

systems, suggests that it is highly unlikely that photosynthesis

occurs in this tissue. Consistent with this observation, a large

number of assimilate transporters are expressed at relatively

high levels in the vascular tissues, as are the pathways of Suc

degradation and the TCA cycle; all of these features are sug-

gestive of a heterotrophic sink (Weigelt et al., 2008). Both inner

and outer epidermal tissues also displayed elevated levels of

assimilate transporters. Taken together, these data strongly

suggest source sink gradients between several of the tissue

types under study. While these data are entirely supported by

current knowledge of tissue function, it will be important to test

these findings once sufficiently sensitive methods have been

developed to allow comprehensive and accurate metabolic flux

profiling.

In addition to primary metabolism, we also targeted path-

ways associated with secondary metabolites that are known

to be important in fruit biology. Flavonoids, such as flavonol

and naringin glycosides, accumulate to high levels in the outer

epidermis of tomato fruit (Moco et al., 2007; Iijima et al., 2008;

Mintz-Oron et al., 2008; Adato et al., 2009), and some of the

associated genes have also been reported to show outer epi-

dermis predominant expression (Mintz-Oron et al., 2008). Since

transcript levels of flavonoid related genes, such as the tran-

scription factorMYB12 (Adato et al., 2009; Ballester et al., 2010),

were highly expressed in the outer epidermis (see Supplemental

Figure 3 online), tissue specificities for production and accumu-

lation were well correlated in the case of flavonoids in tomato

fruits.

Identification and Analysis of an Internal Fruit Cuticle

While the collenchyma and parenchyma show the greatest

proportion of commonly expressed genes and the smallest of

tissue-specific genes, the vascular tissues and outer epidermal

tissues showed evidence of the greatest functional speciali-

zation. This is reflected morphologically, with the thickened

cell walls of many vascular cells, and by the deposition of a

thick cuticle by the outer epidermal layer. Accordingly, a major

feature of the transcript profiles of the outer epidermal cells

was a large number of genes associated with cuticle forma-

tion, which represents a major biosynthetic process at this

fruit developmental stage. However, a striking and unantici-

pated result was the expression of large numbers of cuticle-

associated genes in the inner epidermis, or in both epidermal
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cell layers, together with many genes that are described as

“predicted” or “unknown.” We interpreted this to suggest that

the inner epidermis might synthesize an inner cuticle that has

some structural and compositional features in commonwith the

outer epidermal cuticle.

The tomato fruit pericarp develops from the carpels of the

flower, organs that are believed to be modified leaves in terms of

their ontogeny (Esau, 1965). In the fruit pericarp, the leaves have

two surfaces, with the inner and outer epidermis corresponding

to the adaxial and abaxial leaf surfaces, respectively. Distinct

differences in the adaxial and abaxial cuticle composition of

leaves have previously been noted (Holloway, 1973; Ringelmann

et al., 2009), and in this study, we confirmed that the inner

epidermal cells form a thin cuticle with a cutin composition that

differs from that of the far thicker outer epidermal cuticle. In this

regard, the ontogeny of the fruit pericarp as a modified leaf is

revealed. The inner epidermis cutin, shown by FTIR spectros-

copy to exhibit a typical polyester structure, is primarily com-

posed of 16-hydroxypalmitic acid, and the outer epidermis is rich

in 10,16-dihydroxypalmitic acid. This difference is likely attrib-

uted to the relative expression of a midchain hydroxylase of the

CYP77A subfamily, the transcript levels of which are 40 times

greater in the outer than inner epidermis. Without a secondary

hydroxyl, the inner epidermis cutin matrix is likely more linear and

more extensible.

Whether the inner epidermis has a physiological function or is

merely vestigial in nature is currently under investigation. Al-

though it is likely not important as a transpiration or pathogen

barrier in intact fruit, this inner membrane could influence water

movement in the pericarp and, consequently, turgor pressure

and fruit tissue biomechanical properties (Saladié et al., 2007).

Almeida and Huber (2001) reported that the inner epidermal cell

layer (referred to in their study as the endocarp) of MG tomato

fruit (cv Sun Coast) had apertures that became occluded during

fruit ripening. They further suggested that this process might

affect movement of gases or fluids between the locular cavity

and the pericarp. We saw the opposite pattern in M82 and Ailsa

Craig tomato fruits, in that the cuticles of expanding fruits were

impermeable to aqueous liquids, but apertures were present in

MG and ripening fruits. Whether this reflects a difference in

cultivar or environmental conditions remains to be determined.

Another function of the inner cuticle might be to establish a

structural boundary between the pericarp and the locule during

early fruit development and prevent tissue fusion, as is the case

for the cuticle of other organs (Javelle et al., 2011). This work

establishes that there are both common and specialized suites of

genes that are associated with the biosynthesis of the inner and

outer epidermal cuticles, and targeted disruption and ectopic

expression of genes from both classes should reveal the signif-

icance of this specialization.

To conclude, this study provides insights into global tran-

scriptome patterns in a complex plant organ and demonstrates

the great value of tissue-specific gene expression profiling as a

means to resolve spatial variation in tissue and organ develop-

mental regulation and metabolic specialization. In addition, we

illustrate the utility of such an approach as amechanism for gene

discovery and as a platform for research into fundamental

aspects of plant development and biology.

METHODS

Fruit Pericarp Tissue Preparation for LCM Harvest

Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum cv Ailsa Craig) plants were grown in a

greenhouse in Ithaca, NY, under 16 h of light and 8 h of dark, using

standard practices. Fruits were harvested at 10 DPA, and a ring of

pericarp (Figure 1), ;3 mm wide, was separated from the equatorial

region of each tomato fruit and divided into 3 3 3-mm cubes. Three fruit

were harvested, one from each of three different plants, and the cubed

material was mixed before being prepared for sectioning. This was

repeated three times, providing material from nine different fruits divided

among three independent biological pools. The cubed pericarp material

was immediately transferred to 75% (v/v) ethanol and 25% (v/v) acetic

acid, at a 1:10 volume ratio of tissue to fixative, on ice following Nakazono

et al. (2003), with some modifications. The fixative was infiltrated into the

tissue cubes under vacuum for 15min on ice and then replaced with fresh

solution, before leaving on a rotator at 48C overnight. Tissue cubes were

transferred to 10% (w/v) Suc and prepared with diethyl pyrocarbonate–

treated PBS buffer (137 mM NaCl, 8 mM Na2HPO4, 2.7 mM KCl, and

1.5mMKH2PO4, pH 7.3) to reduce ice crystal formation. The tissue cubes

were then infiltratedwith Suc solution under vacuum on ice for 15min and

the vials rotated at 48C until the cubes were fully submerged. The Suc

solution was then exchanged for 20% (w/v) Suc, prepared as described

above, and the infiltration/rotating steps repeated as before. The tissue

cubes were washed in OCT medium (Sakura) and transferred to cryo-

molds filled with OCTmedium, frozen in a glass beaker chilled over liquid

nitrogen, and stored at 2808C.

Laser Microdissection, RNA Amplification, and cDNA Synthesis

Pericarp tissue cubes were sectioned in a cryostat (Microm HM550;

ThermoFisher Scientific) and mounted on an adhesive-coated slide using

the CryoJane transfer system (Instrumedics) at 2268C, as described by

Nakazono et al. (2003). The frozen slides were immediately incubated in

70% (v/v) ethanol at2208C for 1min, followed by dehydration steps of 0.5

to 1 min each in 95% (v/v) ethanol and 100% (v/v) ethanol, and twice in

xylene (2 min each). Sections were air dried and used intermediately for

LCM.

Laser microdissection was performed using a P.A.L.M. Laser Micro-

beam (P.A.L.M. Microlaser Technologies). Pericarp tissues were cap-

tured from 5 to 10 sections per sample and comprised 2 to 16 mm2 of

tissue with a section thickness of 10 mm for the inner and outer epidermis

and 16mm for the other tissues. Three biological replicates were obtained

for each tissue. Total RNA was isolated using an RNeasy Micro Kit

(Qiagen), and mRNA was amplified as described by Matas et al. (2010) in

a two-round amplification with the TargetAmp system (Epicenter Bio-

technologies), following the manufacturer’s instructions. cDNA libraries

were prepared for each tissue from the amplified RNA using the Super-

Script Choice system (Invitrogen), and the double-strand cDNA was

purified with a PureLink PCR purification kit (Invitrogen).

454 Sequencing and Sequence Assembly

Approximately 5 mg of cDNA (a pool of the three biological replicates) of

each of the pericarp tissue samples was used for sequencing on a GS-

FLX platform (Roche Diagnostics). A half-plate sequencing run was

performed for each sample following the manufacturer’s protocols. The

raw 454 sequence files in SFF format were base called using the

Pyrobayes base caller (Quinlan et al., 2008). The sequences were then

processed to remove low-quality regions and adaptor sequences using

LUCY (Chou and Holmes, 2001) and SeqClean (http://compbio.dfci.

harvard.edu/tgi/software). The resulting high-quality sequences were
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then screened against the NCBI UniVec database, Escherichia coli

genome sequences and tomato rRNA, to remove possible contaminating

sequences. Sequences shorter than 30 bp were discarded. Tomato

cDNA sequences were assembled into unigenes using the iAssembler

program (http://bioinfo.bti.cornell.edu/tool/iAssembler) as described by

Guo et al. (2010) and combined with similar EST libraries derived from

various tomato organs and tissues, as listed at http://ted.bti.cornell.edu/

cgi-bin/TFGD/digital/sample.cgi?ID=D002.

Unigene Annotation and Pathway Prediction

Tomato unigenes were searched using BLAST against GenBank nonre-

dundant protein (nr) and UniProt databases with a cutoff e value of 1 e25.

The unigene sequenceswere also translated into proteins using ESTScan

(Iseli et al., 1999), and the translated protein sequences were then

compared with InterPro (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro) and Pfam (http://

pfam.sanger.ac.uk) domain databases. The GO terms were assigned to

each unigene based on the GO terms annotated to its corresponding

homologs in theUniProt database (Camon et al., 2004), aswell as those to

InterPro and Pfamdomains using interpro2go and pfam2gomapping files

provided by the GO website (http://www.geneontology.org), respectively.

The GO annotations of tomato unigenesweremapped to the plant-specific

GOslimontology using themap2slim script (http://www.geneontology.org/

GO.slims.shtml), and the unigenes were classified into different functional

groups based on these GO slims. The annotations of tomato unigenes

were then formatted into the PathoLogic format and used to predict

biochemical pathways using the Pathway Tools (Karp et al., 2002).

Identification of Differentially Expressed Genes

Following cDNA sequence assembly, digital expression information for

each unigene was derived following normalization to the total number of

sequenced transcripts per sample. Significance of differential gene

expression was determined using R following the method described by

Stekel et al. (2000), and the resulting raw P values were adjusted for

multiple testing using the false discovery rate (FDR; Benjamini and

Hochberg, 1995). Genes with fold change > 2 and FDR < 0.05 were

designated as differentially expressed genes. GO terms enriched in the

set of differentially expressed genes were identified using GO::Term-

Finder (Boyle et al., 2004), requiring P values adjusted for multiple testing

(FDR; Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) to be < 0. Changed biochemical

pathways were identified using the Plant MetGenMAP system (Joung

et al., 2009). To identify groups of genes that have similar expression

patterns, we performed hierarchical clustering using the expression

values from each tomato tissue/cell type. The analysis was conducted

using software routines fromMATLAB (version 7.8, R2009a) with Pearson

correlation as the distance measure. The cluster tree was then divided

into distinct clusters, each of which contained genes with a unique

expression profile by visual inspection.

Pericarp Anatomy, Histology, and Cuticle Analysis

Tomato (cv Ailsa Craig and cv M82) plants were grown in an open field

during a summer season in Freeville, NY, using standard practices and

their fruits used formicroscopy studies and cuticle isolation. Fruits of both

cultivars were harvested at the 10-DPA stage, at theMG stagewhen fruits

reached full size but were still green, and at the RR stage, whichwas 4 to 5

d after the color break. Tissue was harvested, fixed, cryoprotected, and

embedded as outlined by Buda et al. (2009). Cryosections (4-mm thick) of

each tomato sample were cut and melted at room temperature onto

VistaVision HistoBond slides (VWR). Each slide was dried at room

temperature overnight and then heated at 2008C on a hot plate for

;1 min prior to staining.

Oil Red O Staining and Microscopy

Oil Red O (Alfa Aesar) stock solution (saturated in isopropyl alcohol) was

diluted 3:2 with distilled water and filtered through a 0.45-mm pore

diameter syringe filter. The stain was added to the slides for 30 min. The

slides were taken sequentially through an alcohol series of 50, 30, 22, 15,

and 8% isopropyl alcohol and mounted in 8% isopropyl alcohol with a

cover slip, sealed with hot LPV (1:1:1 mixture of lanolin to paraffin to

Vaseline), and viewed immediately. Tissue sections were imaged with a

Zeiss AxioImager A1 microscope (Zeiss) equipped with a Zeiss EC-Plan

NeoFluar 3100/1.3 oil immersion objective, a Zeiss AxioCam MRc color

video camera, and Zeiss AXIOVs40 4.6.3.0 software. Images were taken

using Nomarski optics (differential interference contrast) with the pola-

rizer and analyzer set to extinction.

Toluidine Blue Dye Penetration Test

The method for examination of cuticular integrity was adapted from

Tanaka et al. (2004). An aqueous solution of 0.01% (w/v) Toluidine Blue O

(Sigma-Aldrich), previously filtered through a PTFEmembrane filter (0.45-

mm pore diameter; Whatman), was poured into the fruit inner locular

cavity, after the seeds were removed, until completely filled. In fruit with

two or more locules, one of the locules was used for the test and the other

onewas filled with water as the negative control. After 2min, the Toluidine

Blue O solution was removed and the inner surface of the locule was

rinsedwith water to remove excess Toluidine Blue O solution. Small holes

in the surface were produced with a pin to allow penetration of the dye in

discrete areas as the positive control.

Enzymatic Cuticle Isolation

Cuticle isolation followed the method described by Isaacson et al. (2009)

except that the period of incubation in enzymatic isolation buffer was up

to 4months, and shaking of the container was avoided to prevent sample

fragmentation. To avoid mixing of outer and inner cuticles, in 10-DPA

fruits the outer cuticle was removed manually using a sharp razor before

sectioning the pericarp. For MG and RR fruits, the pericarp was divided in

two pieces longitudinally and incubated separately. Approximately 2500

10-DPA fruits and 200 fruits each for MG and RR of the M82 cultivar were

needed to obtain enough isolated inner cuticle for the analysis. Isolated

membranes were removedmanually from the isolation buffer and dried at

room temperature.

Solid-State NMR Spectroscopy

Compositional analyses of dewaxed 10-DPA M82 tomato cuticles were

performed using solid-state NMR spectroscopy. The dewaxed cuticle

samples were obtained by removing the waxes and other soluble mate-

rials from the intact cuticles with a Soxhlet extraction using three

successive solvents of varying polarity: methanol, chloroform, and hex-

ane. A standard Soxhlet apparatus with a glass extraction thimble

(Synthware) was used to achieve exhaustive extraction without signifi-

cant sample losses. 13C magic angle spinning NMRmeasurements were

performed at a typical spinning speed of 10 kHz (620 Hz), including

cross-polarization andmagic angle spinning experimentswith a spin-lock

time of 1 to 1.5 ms and a 3-s recycle delay between successive

acquisitions to identify molecular groups and direct polarization (DPMAS)

experiments with a recycle delay of 100 s to make quantitative assess-

ments of the various carbon moieties. High-power heteronuclear proton

decoupling was achieved using the SPINAL method (Fung et al., 2000)

with 1H field strengths corresponding to 57 and 185 kHz in separate

experiments. A Varian VNMRS NMR spectrometer operating at a 1H

frequency of 600 MHz and equipped with a fastMAS probe was used to
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carry out MAS experiments on both intact and dewaxed cuticles (1 to 4

mg of powdered samples). All spectral data were processed with 100 to

200 Hz line broadening and analyzed independently using VNMRJ

(version 2.2C; Agilent Technologies) and Spinworks (version 3.1.7; ftp://

davinci.chem.umanitoba.ca/pub/marat/SpinWorks/) software. Chemical

shifts were referenced externally to the methylene (-CH2-) group of

adamantane (Sigma-Aldrich) at 38.48 ppm. The relative proportions of the

various functional groups were obtained by comparing integrated regions

of the 13C DPMAS spectra. Experimental error limits were evaluated by

repeating DPMAS measurements at two different 1H decoupling powers

for both inner and outer dewaxed cuticles. In addition, error limits for the

compositional analyses were determined from experiments on replicate

RR outer dewaxed cuticle samples, as described by Isaacson et al. (2009)

for the M82 cultivar.

Gas Chromatography–Mass Spectrometry

Isolated cuticular membranes from the outer or inner epidermis were

extracted three timeswith chloroform and depolymerizedwith anyhdrous

sodium methoxide as described by Bonaventure et al. (2004) with minor

modifications: The internal standards were omitted, the methyl esters of

the cutin monomers were recovered in diethyl ether, and this extract was

dried using dimethoxypropane. After evaporation under nitrogen, the

products were trimethylsilyl derivatized by heating to 908C for 10 min with

10 mL of N,O-bis(trimethylsilyl)-trifluoroacetamide and 10 mL of pyridine.

Products were then analyzed using an Agilent 6850 GC equipped with

cool-on-column injector, HP-1 column (30 m 3 0.32 mm 3 0.1-mm film

thickness), and flame ionization detector. The identities of major peaks

were confirmed by running the same samples using split injection on an

Agilent 6890 GC equipped with a Supelco JEOL GCMate mass spec-

trometer running in electron impact mode.

FTIR Spectroscopy

Infrared spectra were recorded on a Nicolet MAGNA-IR 560 spectrom-

eter with a resolution of 4.0 from 524.6 to 3999.7 cm21 for dry isolated

samples of outer and inner dewaxed cuticle. For each sample, 400

interferograms were coadded to generate the FTIR spectrum.

Accession Numbers

Sequence data described in this article can be found in the GenBank

Sequence Read Archive data library under accession number

SRP004923. The assembled sequences of the unigene and the digital

expression values were deposited at the Tomato Functional Genomics

Database (http://ted.bti.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/TFGD/digital/home.cgi).
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